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WORLD PRODUCTION.  TRADE AND PRICES OF IRON AND STEElr^ 

prepared by 

the Secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 

SUMMARY 

The discrepancy between growth of steel demand and of steel-making 

capacity, which has since a number of years characterized the steel market 

in many countries and, particularly, in the international market, han left 

its impact not only on the steel economy of the industrialized, but also on 

that of the developing countries. For this reason the paper starts with a 

brief analysis of recent developments in the world steel market and shows the 

principal problems.  Since the bulk of steel production originates in indus- 

trialized countries and is also consumed there, development of the steel in- 

dustries in the developing countries is influenced to a noticeable degree by 

the situation in industrialized countries.  The share of developing countries 

in world steel consumption has increased only very slowly, from 5.1 per cent 

in 1950, to 6.4 per cent in i960, and to 7.2 per cent in I965; the rate of 

growth (compound) between 19';0 and 1965 was 8.2 per cent per annum. The share 

of developing countries in world steel production grew from I.5 per cent in 

I95O to 3.8 per cent in 1965; the absolute tonnage increased at an annual rate 

of 12.7 per cent (a rate which merely reflects the very low initial level). 

* This is a summary of the paper issued under- the same title as ID/WG.I4/2O 

1/ The paper is based on a recent study, entitled "World Trade in Steel and 
Steel Demand in Developing Countries" prepared by the Secretariat of the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. 
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This situation of steel demand in developing countries is ascribed to the lack of 

foreign exchange to pay for steel imports, to the absence of investment funds for 

creating an own steel production, to the non-existence of steel-transforming in- 

dustries or of construction projects which would use large amounts of sueel.  In 

general, the retarded economic development of these countries has led also to 

stagnation or insufficiently rapid growth of steel-producing and steel-consuming 

industries. 

An analysis of price and international trade data shows, indeed, that even 

the strong fall in steel prices observed in the international markets (price 

decreases for some products were, after 1957, between 30 and 50 per cent), has not 

brought a very strong increase in the steel imports of developing countries,  for 

the reasons given above.  While imports of steel into developing countries in- 

creased between i960 and I965 only at an annual rate of 4 per cent, imports into 

the industrialized countries grew at 10 per cent a year during the same period. 

This is ascribed to growing exchange of specialities among industrialized 

countries (i.e. growing international division of labour), but mainly to exchange 

trade arising from the fact that prices in international trade were lower than 

those the main producers charged on their domestic markets. 

In a second section, the principal characteristics of the iron and steel 

industry are discussed, starting with an analysis of data on i-ron and steel use. 

While a clear relationship can be shown to exist between the level of economic 

development and the level of steel use in developed economies, it is more diffi- 

cult to establish the same relationship for the less advanced countries.  Like- 

wise, while it is possible to show a typical sector and product pattern of steel 

consumption for industrialized countries, for developing countries these patterns 

seem to vary with the type of economy (agricultural; mining; peteroleum).  The 

section sketches also the broad lines of development in the product pattern of 

output, as they can be derived from the experience in certain developing count- 

ries. 

Th,e impact of technological developments on the production of iron and 

steej is treated next.  It appears that the trend towards using and developing 

equipment of large capacity (economies of scale), which has led in industrialized 

countries to the creation of large integrated plants, serving large markets, has 
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expanding existing installations.  The reason is that, particularly during the 

early stages of economic and industrial development, any steel-making operation is 

determined, as far as its size and production programme is concerned, by its 

market, i.e. by the kind, rate of growth and volume of demand.  It is evident, 

therefore, that detailed pre-investment surveys are required to assess the volume 

and product pattern of existing demand and the required corresponding investment 

in ancillary and steel-using sectors.  Experience shows that new steel industries 

have always been most successful when established as part of a comprehensive in- 

dustrial development programme. 
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1. JgCENT DEVELOPMENTS AND PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS 

1. World production of crude steel increased between i960 and 1965 by an 

annual rate of 6.3 per cent and reached a volume of almost 442 T.illion tonsV 

Most of the crude steel output is produced in the industrialized countries/ 

In 1965, only 3.8 per cent of world production originated in the developing 

countries of Africa, Latin America and the Far and Middle East, as shown by 

the data given in table 1 (below).  It further shows that the total proportion 

of those countries has been increasing, from as little as I.5 per cent in 1950 

and 2.8 per cent in i960, to 3.8 per cent m 1965. 

2. The figures on crude steel production and on consumption (see tables 1 

and 2) reflect the gap m economic development, particularly industrial 

development, between the developing and the industrialized countries.  Since 

steel products aro used in all sectors of the economy (mainly in construction, 

machinery manufacture, motor vehicles, consumers' durables etc.), the low 

proportion held by the developing countries in total world consumption of 

steel (in crude steel equivalents) of not more than 7.2 per cent in I965, 

shows that some of the main steel-using sectors in those countries were 

either non-existent or undeveloped. 

3. Since the bulk of steel production originates in industrialized 

oountries and is also consumed there, world developments in this sector are 

characterized by the trends in those countries. Development of the steel 

output of^developing countries, or availability of steel through their 

imports, is influenced to a noticeable degree by the situation of the 

•teel market in industrialized countries. 

4. In a number of important steel-consuming and producing countries, 

particularly in Western Europe, Japan and the United States, the steel 

market has been marked by a certain disequilibrium between demand and supply. 

This has prevailed since about 1958. The situation has been one of over- 

capacity of production, resulting in strong competition - first, in the 

international market and later, in the domestic markets of some of the main 

producing countries. The concequent fall in prices, both for export and for 

domestic sales, has reached such dimensions that, in some countries, it has 

1/  This figure excludes an estimated 10 million tons for China (Mainland) 
for which no official production data are published. 
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caused difficulties for the steel  industry;  necessary re-investment and 

modernization,   or even expansion of capacity  to keep step with the growth 

of domestic consuming sectors,  have been endangered.    A brief description 

of the  factors and developments during the various periods which  led to the 

present situation,   is given helow. 

5.       In the years   following World War  II,   the  demand for steel   increased at 

a rapid pace.     This was due to a considerable backlog in demand for manufac- 

tured goods containing steel - a demand that  could not be satisfied during 

the war - and also   to the considerable  reconstruction requirements  of the 

countries  in Europe and Asia which had  suffered the most  from war  devastation. 

Steel  was  rather  scarce and fetched a high price;   since demand  in many 

countries was  increasing at a rate which an expansion of capacity  could not 

possibly match,   steel  prices were also  increasing,   especially in   the  inter- 

national market.-^   The  pressure  of demand and  the attraction of an upward 

price  level   brought  a noticeable expansion of capacity,   which stress  on  new 

equipment  for finished steel  rolling.     Thus,   investment  in the  iron and steel 

industry of countries  of the European  Coal  and Steel  Community  (ECSC)   grew 

from US$ 454 million in 1954 to US$ 708 million in  1957,   or by 56.2 per cent, 

in the United Kingdom,   the corresponding increase was  83.5 per cent. 

6.       This  situation  of a "sellers'   market" underwent  a change after 1957,   at 

least   in Western Europe and Japan.     The   rate  of increase of steel   demand  in 

those countries  showed a certain slackening,   and this trend has  continued. 

The following rates  of growth of apparent  consumption of steel  (in crude 

steel  equivalents)   illustrate this  further: 

Table  3 

Rates of growth of apparent  steel  consumption 

(percentages,   compound rates) 

Country or region 1950 to 1957 1958 to 1965 

ECSC countries 10.43 4.5 

United Kingdom 4.6 2.5 

Japan 17-75 11.05 

2/ Between 1950 and 1957,  the average export price of merchant bara  (Thomas 
quality,   f.o.b.   Antwerp)  from ECSC member countries to third markets had in- 
creased  from lisi 65.20 to US$ 128.00 per ton,   or by 96 per cent.     This  trend 
is also found  for other steel products,   e.g.   heavy plates,  heavy sections and 
wire rods;  price  increases in domestic markets were  less important.  Note,   that, 
the figures quoted do not allow for the  deprivation in the value  of money. 
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7. In the United States, a similar development had started as early as m i^. 

between 1950 and 1955, consumption had grovn by 3.6 per cent per annum, and from' 

1956 to 1958 it  fell by 4.2 per cent per annum. 

8. The change-over from a seller's to a buyer's market  is further  illustrated 

by the following growth rates  of demand  (as  expressed by apparent  consumption 

in crude-steel  equivalents)  and of crude-steel  output  in the ECSC  countries, 

Japan,  the United Kingdom and  the United States. 

Table 4 
Annual  growth ratea  in demand  and production of steel 

Countries and period 

ECSC 

1950-57 

1958-65 

Japan 

1950-57 

1958-65 

United Kingdom 

I95O-57 

1958-65 

United States 

1950-55 

1956-57 

I958-65 

Apparent 
consumption 

10.4 

4.5 

IT. 75 
11.05 

4.6 

2.5 

3.6 
-2.6 

3.5 

Production 

9.5 
4.65 

14.9 
15.85 

4.2 

2.8 

3.9 

-1.9 

2.0 

9.       It will  be  seen that during the period. 1950-57,  when there was  a seller 

market,  the growth rate  of demand in the ECSC area,   m the United Kingdom and 

Japan,  was  higher  than during tho ensuing period,   195H-65,  generally accepted 

as one of a buyer's  market.     The  situation  in  the United States differed from 

that  in Western Europe and Japan:   the period   L95O-55 - which closed  with steel 

consumption at a peak level which was   to  be  the highest until  1%3 - was 

characterized by a  rate growth which waa   fairly moderate   (3.6*)  if compared 

with those  of other regions.     The situation deteriorated after 1955,   with an 

absolute decrease   of steel  consumption,   which was at  its  lowest in  I958.     Since 

1958,   the United States market  has  enjoyed  a phase of expansion of demand 

(3.5 i per annum)   which,   however,  has been  to an increasing extent met by imports. 
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10. As far as the rate of growth of crude steel output is concerned, the 

development was largely similar: In the ECSC countries and the United Kingdom 

increases observed after 1957 were much below the rates obtaining during the 

period ];,^0-^,  In the United States, where output of crude steel had been 

falling for a number of years after 1955, production again rose after I958, 

although aleo at a lower rate than during the period of a seller's market 

(195O-55).  In Japan the situation was different: Between I957 and I965 the 

rate of growth of crude steel output was at 15.85.  It thus exceeded even the 

very high rate observed for 1950-57 and was far higher than the rate of growth 

of home consumption. 

11. The slackening of demand in some Western European countries, which 

brought about the turn in steel market situation, can be ascribed to a 

number of factors: in a number of countries, the growth in certain impor- 

tant steel-consuming sectors was at a slower pace, with a corresponding 

fall in investments.  This had repercussions on the rate of expansion of 

steel demand, and these were further accentuated by the tendency of con- 

sumers to reduce, in times of recession, their rate of investments in 

stocks of component parts and in work in progress. 

12. Another important influence of a long-term character arises in countries 

where, as economic development reaches higher levels, shifts occur in the 

industrial structure; these affect net only the product pattern of demand 

for finished sleel, but also its level.  Such changes in structure involve 

the familiar trend towards greater expenditure on services which do not, 

of necessity, belong to the category of steel-intensive sectors of the 

economy. 

4/ 
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3/ Differences between the rate of growth of apparent consumption and that 
of production reflect the changing trends in net exports or net imports. 
In the  case of net-exporting countries,  a lower (higher)   growth of home 
consumption than of production would indicate an increased (decreased) 
tendency towards exports;   in the case of net-importing countries,  a 
lower  (higher)  growth of home consumption than of production would 
indicate a decreased (increased)  tendency towards imports. 

13.       Other factors J which may have played a role in decreasing the  rat. of 

increase  of steel  demand and consumption in most  industrialized countries 

(except the Soviet Union and other socialist countries of Eastern Europe) 

include  the   following:   improvement  of the mechanical  and  other properties 

of steel   product.,   leading to  a  lower specific  consumption of stoel 

standardization of Gteel  products  and manufactured good,  contaminateci. 

trends  in   industnaL  design and   i„ construction,   towards   lighter and more' 

elegant products  and structures;   measures  for rational :zation,   automation 

and higher  productivity,   entailing economy also  m steel   produci.-    and 

substitution of steel by such materials  as aluminium,   plastics,  asbestos- 

cement,  glass,   timber,   particle  board,   fibre-board,  copper etc  . 

14. It  is   not possible,   of course,   to measure   the  impact   that  each of 

these factors has  had on the growth of steel  demand  (nor is  the  list  of 

factors complete),     However,   it  can be assumed that all  have contributed 

to the slower growth of demand  in Western Europe and Japan. 

15. If demand increased at a reduced rate,   this was not   the case with 

xnvestments.     Steel   producers  in many  industrialized countries had embarked, 

in some cases,  on ambitious programmes  of expansion or modernization,  wn^ch 

appeared  to  be almost a necessity m view of growing competition.    As an 

example,   investment data on ECSC countries and the United Kingdom are 
given below. 

16.       It will  be seen that the previous  trend of growth was  resumed in ECSC 

countries  in  i960,   reaching a record  level  m 1963  (the year when world 

market prices  for steel  products  reached their  lowest  level).     The  trend 

xn the United Kingdom    was similar,   but  the peak of investment  expenditure 

was reached  earlier,   i„ 1961,  and  the  ensuing decrease was much stronger 
than in ECSC countries. 

4/   Jor a detailed description,  see The European Steel Market in 10*5 
Iconomic Commission for Europe, Ueneva,  gg, Z 1IK5? '       ' 
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Table 5 

Investments in the iron and steel  industry 

of ECSC member countries and in  the United Kingdom 

ISM Millions of US t in 196I  prices Millions of fa in 1961 prices 
current current 

1952 545.1 668.0 65.0 94.9 

1953 541.8 673.0 49.0 70.I 

1954 453.5 567.6 51.6 71.0 

1955 524.3 638.6 58.3 75.1 

1956 569.9 667.3 75.1 89.5 

1957 708.2 787.8 94.7 105.8 

1958 643.6 692.8 105.5 II5.2 

1959 586.6 618.1 98.8 107.O 

i960 775.2 797.5 146.0 151.3 

1961 1,123.1 1,123.1 198.7 198.7 

1962 1,230.3 1,173.9 170.1 164.3 

1963 1,479.5 1,348.7 76.8 72.7 

1964 1,315.3 1,130.9 54.8 50.2 

1965 932.2 790.9 49.6 43.2 

Source:   Communauté européenne du charbon et de l'acier, Haute Autorite 
Les investissements dans  les industries du charbon et de l'acier. 
Luxembourg.   1958,   1963 and 1966;  and the Iron and Steel  Board 
Annual  Statistics,   published  jointly by the  Iron and Steel Board 
and the  British Iron and Steel   Federation,   London  (various years). 
The data in  I96I  prices have been calculated on the basis of 
indices  in  the ECSC  source quoted above and by the  Iron and Steel 
Board,   London,   in  its annual  report. 

I?.       The trend in investments that led  to a considerable expansion of capacity 
was even stronger in Japan.     In  the United States,   capacity was  also expanded, 
but apparently at a    more modest  rate  than in Western Europe and Japan. 

The resulting excess capacity is difficult to measure;  some sources claim 

that,  at  times,   there were  about 75 million tons of unused capacity for 

making crude steel  in Western Europe,   the United States and Japan alone: 

this would represent about  one quarter of the present crude steel output 

in  those countries.     Although it  sacras  that the figure quoted may comprise 

a good  deal of  "marginal capacity" which,  in view of  its comparatively low 

productivity and consequent  high operating costs,  could only be used under 

boom conditions,   il   conveys  an impression of the situation. 

18.       P^res on the rate of use of rolling and finlshing capacity are  very 

scant, but it can be assied that the rate was similar to  that shown above 

for crude steel making.    This  is confirmed by the following comparison  of 

data published by the High Authority of the  ECSC. 

Table 6 

Comparisons^ of «.„^ 

^^LP£2duçts_„ith_actual_outputJata_oL 

(in  percentages) 
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Product 

All  finished rolled products 

Total flat products 

Strip  (incl.   tube strip) 

Heavy and medium plate 

Sheets, hot-rolled 

Sheets, cold-rolled 

Heavy and light sections  (incl. 
rounds and squares for tubes) 

Wire rods 

¿251 
88.5 

88.4 

85.4 

91.8 

87.4 

85.7 

88.9 

87.2 

mi 
82.9 

82.1 

81.8 

81.3 

73.1 

85.4 

83.3 

85.0 

mi 
76.0 

73.2 

76.1 

72.4 

56.0 

75.3 

77.6 

82.3 

Source:   Communauté  européenne du charbon et  de  l'acier,  Haute Autorite 
Les  investissent. „aw«,   les  indllBtriftB  „u .^  J H"^ 
Luxembourg.     195«,  1963 and 19661 ' + acier, 

19.        It  is   evident   that   in the  countries of the European   Coal   and Ste«l 

Community,   as a whole,   no more  than 76 per cent  of the rollxng and 

finishing capacity  was  used  i„  1965.     The situation was   the  worst of all 

for hot-rolled sheets  (with %  per  cent capacity use) and   was  best for 

wire rods  (with 82.3 per cent capacity use).     It  is also  noted that the 

rate  of capacity use has deteriorated considerably,   i„ comparison with 

1957  and also  in comparison with  1962,   thus reflecting the  strong increase 

of investments for  expansion of capacity in a period of relatively slow 
increase  in consumption of steel. 

20.       The foregoing analysis has  dealt exclusively with steel-producing 

countries  in Western Europe,  with the  United States and Japan.     It is 

believed that developments  in those countries,   accounting in  1965 for 

-i!!!!6!! °lZ0rld CrUde Steel  °on""»Ptiony and for about 70 per cent 

y    EKcluding China  (mainland) 
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of the total volume of world trade in steel, are the cause of and 

characteristic  of the world steel market  situation.     However,  mention 

should also be made of developments  in the Soviet Union and other socialist 

countries  of Eastern Europe,  where  crude  steel  production and consumption 

have made  rapid progress  in  the past  15 years,   as  shown by the data given 

below (thousands  of tons  and percentages): 

Table 7 

Apparent consumption of steel 

(in thousands  of tons, and percentages) 

Region or country                                  1950 196O                    1965 

1000 t. i 1000 t. fo        1000 t. <& 

Total developing countries          9,715      5.1 20,770      6.4        31,708     7.2 

Total  industrialized countr.   179,392    94.9 305,430    93.6 
of which: 

410,134 92.8 

Soviet Union 

Other Eastern 
European countries 

Other countries 

Total world (excl. China 
mainland) 

Region or country 

Total developing countries 

Total industrialized 
countries 

of which: 

Soviet Union 

Other Eastern 
European countries 

Other countries 

Total world (excl.  China 
mainland) 

27,800    14.7     63,513    19.5       86,604   19.6 

8,352     4.4     24,097      7.4 

143,240    75.8    217.820    66.7 
30,834      7.0 

292,696    66.2 

189,100 100.0    326,200 100.0      441,800 100.0 

Production of crude steel 

I95O I960 

1000 t. $ loop t. 
1262 

1000 t. i 

2,836     1.5       9,282     2.8       16,977     3.8 

188,064   98.5   318,780   97.2     427,044   96*.? 

27,329   14.3     65,292   19,9       91,000   go.s 

8,212     4.3     21,177     6.5 

152.523    79.9    232.311    70.8 
28/44      6.5 

307.400    69.2 

190,900 100.0 328,050 100.0 444,000 100.0 
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O.  Both set, of figu•, Bhow that the89 ^^ 

i :r:irt ;;;~T
c°~- - - —:::« I95O this  proportion was  only at  „bout   19 per cent 

A comparison of data on apparent consumption i,.   ,.hj£; reg,on      *     ., 

steel production reveals  that  i„  ^,0 the ^, _        ^ ^ ^ °"  C•de 

aa,r       „•    . " C-tori, European countries were 

1965 tnoir promotion of crude steel „as 2.2 „iiUoil to,.. Hgher than 001_ 
s^Ption.     !„ other words,  ihe region had becMe a net_Mpo;er j

h• 

alter being a net-imporlnr for manv vear- I in loin        . ' ^ year.. t.ir. I960,  net-imports of steel 
»till stood at 1.2 Milton tons, crude steel-weight.) 

22.       These tonnes,  experte,,  from the Soviet Union a„d other Easter- 

European countries,  appeared on the international market a« a time »hen 

«port prices had started to decline.     As stated earlier,   the change from 

sellers'   to a buyers.   marke, and the avallabili,., „r ixrmBiv spare 

capacities had led to strong competition in the export markets.    The volume 

.or d trade in steel  „as growing at a rapid pace,  although export prices 

of nos, products had been falling since 1,57,  with a short interrato,, of 

the declining trend in 1959.    The f0„0wi„g data on world exports of semi- 

finished and finished steel products provide further confirmation of ,„,, 
point. 

Table 8 

Volume of worid  tr.de  j,n semi-finished  and finished  Bt.„1 

(millions of tons,  actual tonnage) 
Year 

^50 15.8 

W3 18.4 

l»5 26.1 

!957 ¿o.A 

1960 39#4 

1961 39#2 

l*2 42.*3 
l** 44.7 
1964 52.0 

1965 59.5 
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23.       The growth of steel exports  between  1950 and 1965 was by 9.2 per cent 

annually;   crude  steel  production increased during the sa,« period by only 

5.8 per cent a year.     Since  the decline in  export  prices after I957  was 

very considerable,   some  of the steel-exporting countries attempted  to curtail 

the exports   to markets   where  price   level,   were   lowest,   as   the  result  of 

Btiff competition,   and   to cell   more  „tool   m  the  domestic .arrets  of  the 

main  steel-producing countries  of Western  Europe   and in   the Urn ted  States 

However,   this did  not   bring a halt   in the  export   of steel products;   the 

result was merely a slight decrease  in the  rate  of increase of exports, 

from more  than 13  per cent in  the period 1953-1957  to 8.6 per cent  in the 
period I957-I965. 

?4.       The  figures  given  below show the changing pattern i„ the  origin of steel 

exports.     It  is noted that i„  l950,   more than 86  pei- cent  of the total  steel 

exports  still  originated   m the ECSC  countries,   the United Kingdom and the 

United States.     By  i960,   their share   in  total   exports had decreased   to 73 

per cent,   and in  1,65  it   was  only 60  per cent.     This was  due mainly   to  the 

increasing  importance  of Japan and  of  the Soviet   Union and  other Rastern 

European countries   as  international   supply  of steel.      It should  be 

noted  as well   that   the  group of  "other counties»   (iinted  below)   has   expanded 

its share.      In I95O,   this  „roup  comprised  such countries  as Austria,   Canada 

Norway and  Sweden,   which  were  exporting special ties   to  neighbour^ countries 

but   in   VM)   the exports   of ordinary  steel   products   from  Australia,   Denmark, 

Finland,   Greece,   Portugal,   South Africa,  Spain and  "ugoslavia were  included 

m the group.     These exports appeared   on the  market,   together with smaller 

quantities  of  low-priced  exports  from  certain developing countries  (,  g 

Argentina,   Brazil,   Chile  and  India)   at  a time when  export  prices  for  certain 

Products  had  dropped  to  a  level   at which even  long-standing,   Targe-scale 

Producers  refused   to  sell,   since -transactions  at  such prices were  no   longer 

Profitable.     Over   the past   few years,   repeated attempts  have  been made   to 

reach an agreement   between  exporting countries with a view to  limiting the 

almost   ruinous competition   that   had emerged.     However,   the  increased  number 

of exporters  and  the   legal  difficulties  in certain countries have so  far 

prevented such a world-wide arrangement. 
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Table 9 

Origin of world trade in steel.   1950,   i%0 and l%s 

(percentages of  total) 

Exporting country or region 

ECSC countries 

United Kingdom 

Socialist countries of EaBtern Europe 

United States 

Japan 

Other countries 

Total 

1252 
54.9 

15. i 
6.8 

16.3 

3.4 

100.0 

I960 

58.5 

7.9 

12.5 

6.9 

5.7 

100.0 

50.1 

6.5 

15.9 
3.8 

16.? 

-1Ú 
100.0 

25.      The considerable fall  m prices  in the export  market  for steel,  however 

has not  brought a very strong increase  in the  use of steel   or,   ln  thn  absence 

Of increasing domestic production,   in   the steel   imports of developing country 

Their net-importn  of  „teel   ^roasod  botweon   1%Q ^  ^   ^   ^ ^^  ' 

tons  (crude  stool   equivalent)   to   M.y  miIllori   tons,   op by  ^ ^^   ^ ^ 

5 per cent,   whHo  tho.r ,,„,,„ .,tool   0!llput  ^ ,ßy  ^   ,_, ^ ^   ^  ^ 

Judging  from  data  on   the  domination  of  .tool   exports,   ,t   was   the   i!t,,,   ron-   ' 

sumers   in  industrialized  countries   who   benefited   the   mor;t   from   the  „,„.,..,..,.„ 

price-level.     The share of   industrialized  countries   m world   import,  of 

finished steel   products  increased  from 65.7  per cent   m  1950  to V, ì por cent, 

in  I960,   and reached   80 per cent   in  1%S      Thin   ,„  „, t oui,   LU  1/0.     inis   is also brought  out  by   the 
figures given below. 

Table     10 

Destination of wor1n   trade  m semi-fuushed and   finished steel- 
I95O.   I960 and   Ttf,', ~^—' 

(in   thousands  of   tons  and  percentages) 

Region of destination I950 1 %o     ' 1%,; 

1000 t.     f.     1Ü00 t.    %     IOOOTX    % 
Latin America ?   ,/9 ,,     ...      ,  -„.   „ 

/,l'*?.J    14.1     3,024-?      7.9    3,144.6      5.4 

Africa (excl.   South Africa) 875.Ö      %*     1,658.0      4.3    1,975.2      3.4 

Par East   (excl.   .Japan and China 

Lmainland]) 1,227.5      H. 1     3,225.3      8.4    4,406.8      7.5 

MlddleEaS' -269,6_..6.3    1,549.4     4.1    2,120.6     3.6 
Total developing countries 5,215.0    34.3    %A%^    ^^ ü^J"^ 
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Table 10 (cont'd) 

Total developing 
countries 

Total industrialized 
countries 

Total world 
(excl. China [main- 

land]) 

¿222               1260 i££ 
1000 t.        %     1000 t.     % 1000 t.    % 

5,215.8     34.3       9,456.9     24.7 11,647.2     19.9 

10.000.1      65.7 28.910.4      75.3 46,972.3      80.1 

15,215.9    100.0 38,367.3    100.0 58,619.5    100.0 

26.       The failure of developing countries to expand more rapidly their steel 

imports  is due partly to the  lack  of  foreign exchange  to pay for steel   imports. 

Another reason  in   that   in some  regions,   as  domestic  output  increases,   tariffs 

and other obstacles to  import  of steel  products  are   introduced.     The  third 

factor, .and an  important  one  is,   in many  casen,   the   lack  of industries   that 

transform steel  products  into manufactured goods.     In  the  past,   a large  amount 

of finished steel   has  been  imported   by  developing countries solely  for    con- 

struction purposes;   of  this,   only  a  certain proportion  belonged  m  the  category 

of "creation  of  infra-structure"  or  of  "building of  industrial  plant.»     In 

other words,   a considerable    part   of  the   imported  steel   was  »consumed« rather 

than being used   for   investment   purposes i„ metal transforming industries. 

This would also  explain     the  stagnation  or slow expansion  of steel  production 

in many  developing countries.     Aside   from  the substitution of steel   imports 

used  for  «consumption» purposes,   ther   is   little additional  demand from 

growing steel-using industries. 

27.       This brief survey of recent  developments has shown that  the present 

situation of the  steeL  market,   in which over-capacity and stiff competition 

play a prominent   role,   is  not  conductive   to an expansion of capacity or to 

the creation of new  Large-scale  steel   industries.     It  appears  to be difficult 

to"find sources   to  finance steel   plant   projects at  a time when the volume  of 

unused capacity  in some of the established steel-producing countries is more  ' 

than  twice the amount  of apparent  consumption of steel  in all developing 

countries  together.     However,   this  is  only the short-term aspect of the problem, 
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as it emerges from the actual  situation of the iron and steel market.     For 

longer-term considerations,  it must  be taken into account  that  there are  few 

examples  of countries enjoying sustained economic  growth without domestic 

xron and steel   production.    Such examples  show also  that   the establishment  and 

gradual  expansion  of the  iron and   steel   industry have  always  been an   integral 

part  of industrial   development,   i.e.   a function of the  size of  the market' 

Location of iron and steel  industries  in developing countries must   therefore 

form part  of a comprehensive industrial  development  programme. 

II.     CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IRON kNT) STm INDUSTHY 

Use of iron and steel  in industrialized and dP^lopinff countrieH 

28.       In the absence  of more precise  statistics,   data  on apparent consumption 

of steel,   expressed   m  terms of crude  steel  equivalents  and  per head of 

population,   can  be   taken as  indication  the  importance   of a country's  steel 

market and  even  of  the  level  of industrial  or economic  development.     The 

range between  the   levels existing m   individual  countries  is  rather wide- 

from 682 kg per capita m Sweden  to   16  kg i„ India  (during W),    uni   the 

figure  is  stillo   lower in some of  the  other developing countries  of Asia 

Africa and   Latin Africa.     When countries are grouped   according to perçapita 

consumption,   the   picture given below emerges;   it   brings  out certain difference, 

m the  levels  of economic and industrial  development   reached  and   the  differ- 

ences  in the  type  and structure  of  the  economy of  the  countries   ,iBted. 

500 kg, and  above: Australia,   Canada,   Czechoslovakia,   Federal 

Republic   of Germany,   Sweden,   United States; 

Belgium-Luxembourg,   Eastern Germany,  United 

Kingdom; 

Denmark,   France,  Japan,   Netherlands, 

Switzerland,   USSR; 

Austria,   Finland,  Hungary,   Italy,   New Zealand, 

Norway,   Poland,   Romania,   South Africa; 

Argentina,   Bulgaria,  Spain,   Venezuela,   Yugoslavia} 

Chile,  Greece,   Ireland,  Mexico,  Portugal; 

Brazil,   China (mainland),   Colombia,   India,  Turkey. 

400 kg to  SOO kg; 

300 kg to 400 kg? 

200 kg to  ^00 kg: 

100 kg to 200 krfí; 

50 kg to 100 kg; 

under ^0 kg: 

. 
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29. Only a very few industrialized countries have statistical data on 

actual consumption of steel products in the various consuming sectors; for 

developing countries, such figures are not available. The following dis- 

cussion of the sector and product patterns of steel use in industrialized 

and developing countries is, therefore, based on estimates derived from 

statistical and other information. 

30. Since the sector pattern of steel use is determined by the type of 

economy, the level of development and a multitude of other factors, figures 

for one country would hardly be typical of a group of countries.  The 

estimates given below, are, therefore, based on statistical and other avail- 

able informaron on several Western European countries, that have slightly 

developed motor-vehicle engineering and shipbuilding industries.  They can 

be considered as typical of industrialized countries but the pattern will, of 

course, vary from country to country and over a period of time. 

Table 11 

Sector pattern of steel use m industrialized countries 
(estimates:  percentages of total use) 

Sector 

Mining, railways, permanent construction, total 
of which: "     " l L 

Mining',' crude oil and natural gas 
Electricity supply, gas works, water supply 
Railways (buildings and permanent track) 
Constriction 

•0 

Manufacture of metal products, total. 
of which: 

Hollow,ware and containers 
Wire, wire products, fastenings etc. 
Household equipment, non-electrical 

Engineering industries, total, 
of which: 

Machinery, other than electrical 
Electrical machinery, incl. appliances 

Manufacture and rnpnir nf transport equipment, total 
01 which: ' 

Shipbuilding 
Railway and tramway rolling stock 
motor-vehicles, cycles and aircraft 

Other metal manufacturing, total 

Other consumers 

Percentage of total steel use 

25.9 

4.9 
0.8 
2.0 

18.2 
I9.6 

8.3 
9.4 
1.9 

18.5 

13.3 
5.2 

21.8 

5.1 
3.2 

13.5 
11.6 
2.6 

c^ .        , Total steel use 100 O 
^^:  fleets of Competition between ^ and other ht,H.i., 

ECE,   Geneva,   I966,   table 4I " ~ L 
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31.      It should be „„ted that HUW«^, induBtlle8    „ . J• 2l 

i.e.    manufacture of „etal products»,  »e„gi„eermg mdustries»,  ..„anufac 

tur. and repair of transport equipn,e„t»,  and »other .etal manufacture«..) 
are estimated as accounting (or more than 70 pe„ ^ of ^ 

. ruction accounts for „ear,, 20 por cent of the  total,    ne RrouP referred" 

to as    other consumers» lncludes agricultural  uses of steel,  „hich i„ 

industrial!zed countries are of minor importance. 

32        The product pattern of finished steel use is also influenced by the 

industrial or econome structure of a country.     The follo„i„e estimates 

show the situation in industrialized counties of the same type as listed 
above. 

Table  12 

Product  pattern of finished steel use 
Product D 
  Percentage of total nBB 

Ingots and semi-finished products 

Railway-track material 

Heavy and light sections 

Wire rods 

Plates 

Sheets 

Strip 

Tinplate 

Tubes and fittings 

Other products 

3.3 

2.4 

32.0 

8.0 

I5.7 
17.9 

7.« 
3.2 
4.8 

-Sii 
Total 100.0 

Source:  Aspects of Competition between Steel  *nH other Material». 
ECE,   Geneva,   I966,   table 4I  -i£' 

33.       Plat products,   particularly sheets,  hold a prominent place among the 

finiahed steel  products  used  (in  the table above:   almost  4<; per cent).     This 

is due  to  the  importance  of these products   in motor-vehicle production 

machinery manufacture,   consumers  durables,   hollow ware  and containers,   and 

shipbuilding.     »Heavy and  light  sections» form a group comprising a large 

variety of sizes of qualities,   and are mainly used  m construction (about 

40 per cent,   since reinforcement material and structural  shapes are included 

here),  but also in machinery manufacture and in production of transport 
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Cubent.     ,„ lhe l„„e_eBtabnshed lndustrlallzed „^ the use 

railmy-track material  i. of small  signifiée,  as demand for these pro- 
ducto is mai„ly for replaC0Mrll of obsolcte  iraok_    Tubos and ^ 

;„" ' '10" proporll°"of lho totai =inc°' '"ihe —'»- • »»"•• »h. 
eBt;atC= "^ b""'d' • -"»-"-' -•-'" — carried „ul in tta flüld of 
crude OH and „.„„ral ,,.„, ;binllil„,. of ,„   ¿  a        . 

c F^'-i'-'iu,, etc.; the ma ior use 
was in construction (water -in,) ^.o „ „ • 

-     lWaUr and ^ "«"'«M sewage, and frequently for struc- 
tural purpose.) and in machinery manufacture. 

34.  As stated previously, there are no .-t^ion, 
.,  - „ '        C no "ut^tics on actual consumption of . „r .„, 01 ,hu 4ovu[opilif; ,.o„„tr_ îhoreforCi apparc|t 

a    o    ln dual   nnl„hod  ctoi!l  rroi|uct;i   (hat  Mn  bo  idmiifiKi 

r.d tra e r,atisUes hav, bM„ oalculatod   u|i ffpoupedi   in ta||]o . 

"";' °COn0mlÜÍ;  -"—Huru!;   mixed  scultura,   a„d „nl|       . 
P-tro •,.     ,„.  e0(11;o,„e,  ,_   lMii  uimiiirii!ii  m  iho  ^ • 

tacuro,   ,,lt„er   ,,a„   the ^.eture  of d„0^  ^^     _,   ^^   > 

b.•  i- »•:,,,   U,at   m aoct  dovolo|>1,„. omnlrloiii   thero  io  m slMl. 

„dustry   ,,r,„  (,,10U/:1,   to  lnriiu!nc()  tho   1OTOI   anrt « 

-PUò th0 ,,et tlial .,la„ufaoturi„(T.. [nav, alread/ ropre5oni a ______ J -. 
of net domes!,e product.     The Inai„ „u.1(!t ,,„ r;t(¡0¡ ^ 

te  only other com:ao„ crit,e„1()N   rw ntiioi   use  iD   ito  pro(io||ii ^FKO ->. 

St eel-US i Vu-   export    "er-frin   („    , ,       , 
„     +, 

V0"'"   f)ßt•^„,   mining.     This  iB  also  the  reason 
why tho classification  of countries   i,   tibln   , >   ,     , , 
rather th^ ^ ^  °r'   thc  export  Patte• 
I °"        3  °0ntricuti0"  of '-'o•   to  net-domestic  product.     An attempt 
has   been made   te   relate   levels  of Der camt-   • attempt 

fCr CdPxt^ f.onsumption of steel   to a product 
pattern  of noNBumption  by  industries  usinr st^el &  T+  wo  i, 
.ha+  +v       • . '• "tf-el*       It would appear,   however, 
that  there   ln   ;ilt,e  »i-il^it,,   except   in TOry  broad   lm       „, 

patter,,  „f „tee,   oo.^pUo,,  ln  cwilllrie0  Ulth  equal   ^  0|. f 

steel coopti,,,,.     Table  1> below „,e0 fifiuros for ly6?_1;1(.„ UK^~ 

35-       Tho moot   important  producto   in almo-t  ill   of  n 
and   li^hi .• thOÍ3e  °°u>'t""-''  are heavy 
-d   ,i,h    „ectionP  Md  :!n(äe,.o,   „hlch toother us„n, a0c0IJIlt  fop ,w . ^ 

cent of teta, e„„o,„pUor,.     s„ dlsti„„w„ „„„^    .__ ^ ^    j" P« 

^U^^plSS^ri^ol stee'llo^'tî^^^^^i^l 
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Kith thos. having 1« isLSjgit. C0Munpti0n-    j 

th. proportions of oo„Sun,ptlo„ held by L ,„ H "Ut"•«P '»'»- 

y =^U.„.     In the eS,i„ates for moJl ^ II! „"..".f^-" 
above, sectiono and sheets w„re ,,.„ , „„ ""'.trie., ae giv„„ 

»ere al„o  the main product groups      Th„  din- 
however,   lieT   m  thD  „,    i   * , e      '"•     l)i0  difierence, 

in  the  qualny and   type  of  the  products u:!od    and  ,„,.. 

hrousht out ,y these .u.i.tic    Per industrialised countri ¡ 

Part  Of  the  sections  consists  „f hig„-quallty- prod,1,„.   ,.„ '/ ^^ 

manufacture »hile   in .evelopin, countries  thl Llk  of   tZ    e     iZT" , 

: x• -f•h- -——- o:;:::;::i:rd 
The oheets  used  in  industrialized countries are    to»   i 

u*ep-dra»i„g TOllt, required for the mot- eie      ^ZZ "' the 

of censors.  durableS;   ln develops countries,  mos Z^^TT 

are galvanized sheets, used for roofing. 1°|,°rte<i 

36.       The stage  of development  of the raUway system  is  an  important  factor 

tha    affects tne pattern „f steel consumption m deveiopm, countries 

rauways are being buU, „r extended,   countries with ,„„    '   c.„n      , ,. 
tend to reouirp    a   ^.    + f      capita consumption 

tries wi    7 b PerCent'^ °f ~11"^-""" -t.r^   than to oo„„- xnes with higher consumption level-       i„  +Via  r 

With the  lewest ¡sr^JL  st0      , ^  '" '""""^   iUst«d  '»  '•"•  13) 
£ ¡yuta steel  consumption,   the  percentage  „r rolled steel 

r:::i:::;r:: z;i:-;t ;::;:i,"-r::rr 
::.:::^:;z:::r::,;: r:r:i,t::;; :::::::,:-••'- 
less  of its  over-all   per caD1ta co,.       , Producer,   re^ard- 

£r caPlta consumption.     The  average  share  of *„>-«     • 
consumption in iran,   Iraq and Venezuela ^  ]fi ^  Bhare °f  "Ubes  ln 

it was  JUst over 9 per cent. 

37.       The following analysis  suggests  that,   at  low level-  of eco „ 
the distinctive features  of e.ch • development, 

at  least as f C°U    ^ "^  t0 °UtWeiffh  the —^ntxes, 
at    east as tar as  steel  consumption  is concerned.     The volume of steel  co - 
sumption in one sector of thQ ^ 

on 

rnnn       +. 
eCOn0my  1S  dete•ined quite   independently of  the 

:::;;;: :not:er'and the sector patte- °f—- -—-- - ::0 r. ;;::;:;' dr invn the specmc type -—- -— 
sector.     ThlS  18  true even if the countries are grouped accor- 
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ding to their principal economic activity. The steel statistics for agricul- 

tural exports, e.g. Argentina, Brazil, Pakistan, Thailand, UAH and Uruguay 

8how no common features; neither do those for the exporters of mining products, 

e.g. Chile, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and, to a lesser extent, the 

Philippines and Malaysia.  Even a,on, the oil-producing countries, the pattern 

of steel concoction reveals few similarities except for steel tubes and pipes 

On the other hand, the agricultural exporting countries as a group tend to 

show features which are distinct from the mining and petroleum exporting coun- 

tries.  Although the per capita figure for steel consumption was lower i„ the 

agricultural countries, than m the mining and petroleum economies, the product 

pattern of steel use in agricultural and mining countries was remarkably similar 

with percentages for single products showing differences of no more than five 

percentage points between the country groups.  The pattern of consumption in the 

petroleum producing countries was, by contrast, appreciably different, parti- 

cularly in respect to their heavy consumption of tubes and heavy and light 

sections, with a lower share for sheets. 

Table 13 

Percentage distribution of rolled  steel  consumption a„H p.. ~r^ 
consumption -  1962-1964 "     

Type of 
economy 

Proportion  of products  in total 

A 

M 

Per capita  Rail- Heavy Tul 

consumption way and and ' 
of steel,   ma- light f¿f_ 

S2Ü2Ü2 k^-12á3 terial sections Pl.t.. Rhaa,w t^~s 

Indonesia 

Congo (Dem. 
Rep.) 

Pakistan 
UAR 
Thailand 
Philippines 
India 
Iran 

AM  Malaysia 
A   Uruguay 

Colombia 
Brazil 
Iraq 
Mexico 
Argentina 
Chile 
Venezuela 

A 
A 
A 
AM 
A 
P 

P 
A 
P 
AM 
A 
M 
P 

8 / 
10a/ 
11 
20 
14 
20 
26 
26 
30 
43 
39 
57 
63 
74 
91 

,*/ 

10 

7 
7 

12 

10 

3 

2 
3 
3 
4 
1 
6 

T 
31 

30 
13 
40 
29 

& 
46 
34 
46 
28 
30 
69 
22 
33 
30 
29 

T 
Tin-  Wire 
Plate rods 

7 

8 
5 
3 
5 
8 

14 
3 

12 
5 
4 
8 
3 
5 

12 
3 
3 

32 
30 
9 

37 
33 
19 
17 
23 
20 
16 
31 
9 

27 
16 
28 
10 

11 

13 
8 

18 
11 
6 

n.a. 
26 
12 
5 
7 
3 

10 
13 
11 
4 

21 

2 
7 
7 
4 

12 
4 
2 
7 

10 
6 
1 
3 
4 
5 
5 

11 

1 
5 
7 
9 

7 
13 
7 
5 
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Source: Table 13: The European St.,! Market ECK' r«    ,       ^ ^ 
^*±^iOEï^^ and 

Key: 

A   Agricultural 
economy 22 

AM   Mixed agricul- 
tural and 
mining 31 

M   Mining 39 

P Petroleum 45 

5.5 

2 

6.5 
1 

32.5 

24 

30 

43 

7'5 25 9.5 5 4 

8 28 10 8 4 
5'5 30 8.5 3.5 3.3 
3 13 16 5.5 3 

Sj - 1962;    y - 1961.  e/ - includes wire rods 

38.       In summary,   it would appear to be very difficult tc  find •     , 
timnL:„n ,    , J       lut/ULI t0 find meaningful  rela- 
tionships between steel consumption  (per capita or -, ^ 

:o„:hiP5 or th, tTOe, as thoj have boen proved ror MJ . :  r 

begin to appear at much more advanced sta«,o nr 
•    nn    .    . etl btages oí economic development.  Tho 

countries commonly classified as "developing countrie- portr     1 
of economic experience that ,om  •    I "" °U°h * dive•it.V 
w>lp + Vl comparisons between them are of little value even 
£-  ey.re statistically p0SHlble.  The _ may be _ 

een two or more developing countries over a period of time, uL   the manu 
facturmg sector develops beyond a certain pomt  i .  H 

of identical -t^l • +   • '        ' *" lndtíf^te number 
identical steel-intensive articles begin to be produced, steo! conniption 

s almost entirely directed towards ^ _ pro,,,- 

ri::::: r:;ir=r::;i;,:;:- : z—-: 
39.  What remains to be shown is the origin of ~+  , 
+ origin of steel supply ln different 
types of countr.es, i.e. the proportion of ta,„c or fo e 

(^te„ .tM1 held in the total. ss ..e; h f ::r:rr 

«1-1, » »«„ ultK tne exchange of producta M„„g ,„tetmllspd 

17 ä^e^-^fSJ^i^^ 
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steel,  they also depend on imports for particular products,   in the production 

of which another country may have a comparative advantage;   similarly,  they 

export their own specialties to their trade partners.-^ 

40. The very few developing countries with a sizable  domestic iron and steel 

industry have all   made  considerable   progress  m recent  years   in the attempt 

to  reduce  the size  of  the deficit   in   steel   consumption  that  must be covered 

by  imports.     This   is  brought  out  by data,   given in table   14  below,   on 

domestic production as  a percentage  of apparent  consumption  in selected 

industrialized  countries  and   in  the  few developing countries   for which 

statistics are available. 

41. The share  of  individual   steel   products  of domestic  origin in the  total 

apparent consumption of each product  has  also been calculated;   data are 

given in table  15  for India and Latin America.     It should be  rioted that  in 

India,   the erection  of new steel   plants   in Hilhai,   Durgapur and Rourkela 

has   led,   for most  finished-steel  products,   to a decrease  in  the size of 

deficits,  which are  now rather insignificant  in  the case  of  rails,   sertiors 

and  wire  rods;   for hoop and narrow strip,   as well   as wire,   home production 

now covers more than three quarters  of domestic consumption.     In Latin America, 

the  situation  is  further advanced:   Brazil,   Chile and Mexico  have rapidly- 

expanding and well-equipped   iron and   steel   industries  and  are  now covering 

more   than 90 per cent  of  requirements.     Other countries  depend  on imports  to a 

much higher degree,   since   their own  production  is   insufficient   (Argentina, 

Colombia,   Peru,   Venezuela)   or since  production  of iron and  steel  has  not 

yet  been started.     The  figures  in table  15 show that,  except  for railway-track 

material,   tubes  and   fittings and  tinplate,   deficits have  declined to  20-25 

per cent  of total   use  of  individual  products.     In this  context,  however,   it 

should be borne  in mind  that these  are only "apparent" deficits,  based on 

8/ It has been calculated that at  present,   almost half of the world trade 
in steel consists  of such "exchanges" of specialties,   the  remainder of 
international   trade  being for "covering deficits";   in  1937,   "exchange 
trade" was not more than  ?4 per cent  of the total,  and  "deficit covering" 
still accounted for  three quarters  of  international  trade,  which shows 
the growing international division  of labour in the  field  of iron and 
steel  production.     Pore more details,   see World Trade  in Steel and Steel 
Demand  in Developing Countries,   a study prepared under the auspices of 
ECE Steel  Committee  (chapter III);   the method of calculation is also 
explained there  in more detail. 

ID/WO.14/20 

fibres refers to st8el den^ that „M ^^ ^ ^ ^^ =J 

11""''°?^ theSe C0UntrieB' °er,ai"ly """ '" ' ""»  <—' -".h «UH not be ,„et by lmports since ther„ vas „„ ^.^ ^   ^^ ^ 

pay fo, then, or there „ere other obstacle, ( tariff,,,   co„t,.,„„„„ ...,.  ,   ,„, 
imports. '' 

42.       Establishment  of domestic   iron and stee)   industria   1, .ev.lopmg 

countries  leads  to  a change  of  the product pattern  of steel  .„ports,   ,,  aom„_ 

Btxcally-produced steel   is  sut^ituted for certain products.     ,n   tho  üarly 

stages  of develop,   the product  patterns of consumption ,,„  produCion 

usually    diverge  ,il,ly,   and  the   product mix of domestic  output   is   lar .My 

dictated  by financial  possibilities and the available   technical   ¿now-how ' 

rather than   reflecting  the  trend  in   the  structure   of demand.     The  bro..ul   \ uies 

of development   in  the product  pattern of output may   be summarised  as   fol,own. 

43.       In  the  early stages  of  industrialization,   the  decisis step  ia   .Torn   the 

production of  iron castings   (cast-iron pipes)  and   light   forgmgs  or.lv,   to   the 

rolling of small  sections and bars   (concrete reinforcement barai  of wiPo 

rods  and,   if the  size of the mar.et  should  Jtiatty   the  buildinff of a roU 

mill,   for rails.     Rolling of light  sections and bars  was  started   m  India   ' 

as  early as  1911,   in Mexico  m  1914,   in Brazil   in   1925,   in South Africa   in 

1926,   and m Chile  m  193«.     Rails  were  produced   i:i   India from   I91S onward- 

in Brazil'before  l935 and  in South Africa in 1935.     In all   of these countries 

wire rods  (and,   in Argentina,  also wire)  were a.ong the  first products   to ' 
be made domestically. 

Table 14 

Domestic production «H a proportion of parent consumption, < „ 
f ,   193Í. 1950. 1957. I960 and fofi7 * '  
(percentages;  total apparent consumption " 

Country 

Net-exporters 

Belgium-Luxembourg 

Prance 

Federal Republic of Germany 

United Kingdom 

Japan 

11    122    Iffl 

320 

129 

120 

117 

99 

274 

161 

121 

121 

US 

345 

133 

117 

119 

102 

LOO) 

I960 

433 

124 

117 

111 

114 

1964 

327 

115 

111 

112 

127 
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Country 

Soviet Union 

Czechoslovakia 

United States 

Italy 

Netherlands 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

India 

Argentina 

Brazil 

Chile 

Mexico 

Colombia 

Egypt 

Venezuela 

I23Z 

99 

128 

105 

97 

66 

18 

61 

17 

49 

1250 

102 

112 

102 

97 

26 

66 

21 

84 

33 

74 

34 

53 

4 

l 

1251      1560      m¿ 

103 

101 

105 

101 

39 

73 

25 

51 

53 

78 

78 

67 

15 

37 

1 

103 

104 

100 

89 

61 

79 

18 

65 

43 

84 

80 

85 

44 

46 

9 

110 

120 

98 

87 

67 

95 

16 

80 

65 

91 

93 

90 

42 

54 

44 
Source: Calculated from The European Steel Market (several years) ECE, 

data for 1937, 1950 and 1957 from: LONG-Term Trends and Problems 
of the European Steel Industry. ECE, Geneva, 1959, pp. 27 and 20. 

Table I5 

Domestic Production as percentages of apparent consumption^/ 

India 

in India and Latin America, I953 to I964 

1955   I960   1961   1962 
Railway-track material 

Heavy and light sections ) 
wire rods ) 

Strip 

Plates ) 
Sheets ) 

Tubes and fittings 

Wire 

Tinplate 

Wheels, tyres and axles 

a/ In finished steel weight 

53.5 

75.0 

16.6 

67.9 

n.a. 

40.9 

56.9 
86.0 

45.0 

88.0 
84.5 

30.6 

71.3 
47.0 

56.2 

26.3 

47.0 

72.0 

50.0       69.2 

93.0 
95.0 

64.2 

70.6 
50.9 

79.0 

37.5 

67.0 

40.0 

94.0 
91.0 

1263 

75.3 

94.0 
89.I 

53.0       60.0 

84.0 
67.O 

n.a. 

39.5 

68.8 

31.5 

76.6 
71.1 

n.a. 

47.5 

67.9 

52.0 

100.0 

94.3 
83.1 

78.3 

69.3 
67.2 

n.a. 

75.5 

62.5 

68.0 

Latin America 

Railway-track material 

Heavy and light sections 

Wire rods 

Strip 

Plates 

Sheets 

Tubes and fitting;-! 

Tmplate 

195) 

8.3 

52.1 

96.0 

70.1 

32.8 

26.3 

6.1 

5.8 

±2*2        1261        i%2 

14.9 

78.5 

97.7 

72.5 

37.8 

72.1 

43.5 

31.2 

30.0 

61.0 

95.9 

73.0 

56.3 

65.9 

50.0 

47.0 

27.8 

83.8 

95.0 

79.0 

55.0 

74.0 

40.5 

50.0 

Í2ÉL3 

22.1 

M.O 

<>5.0 

71.0 

73.1 

3l>.0 

30. i 
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Wb4 

?1.', 

8').0 
l»3.1 

80.0 

8/.0 

'1.0 

52.7 

29.1 
Source:  The European Sto. i  M,^,   ECEf  Ge (,arioun  ,„,,,,. 

Iron and Steel   ^ru}^1_3iat^Rtu¿£,   1%¿,   [,„„don,   !%(' 

*..       The  next  .tep  m  the  „évoluent  of  naturi   .tool   production   i0f   ln  tho 

majority  of ca.es,   the  roi Un* of  f,,t  product..     Plato, and sheetn  are  the 

usual  starting point,   followed   by  .arrow .trip and   tmplate.     Domestic produc- 

tion of sheet.   :.  often  preceded  by   the operaUon  of ,al van, ,„,, plaritl, ba0li(1 

on imported  sheet..     While ea.t-i,,n  pifMn5 flP(! p:.0(ju(.,l(1 ;lt  ^^  ^ 

Of development   of  domestic   ,ron  and   .tool   wuiu.tr,,.,   ,,tee,   ,,ubo;;   ,,„ ' 

normally follow much  later.     „G1,4ll,f   pr,)llui.Uofl  (,r  weli)„d  ^   ^   ^^ 

first,   using   locally-produced   flat   product.;      the   Pro(,uct1(,n  of  .caress   tube, 

IB generally   undertaken   later,   i„  V1cw  of  the  h^h   .nve.tment  co.t.    Uid   the 

technical   difficulties   in producing a h„h quality   of semi-finished   and 
finished  tubes. 

45.       The picture     outlined above  1.  necessarily   incomplete;     however,   present 

examples  of nascent  steel   industries  seem to confirm   it,   even  though,   in some 

countries,   the  production  of flat  products  or  tubes  may  be  introduced  at 

early stages   if  the size  of demand,   the financial   possenti«, and   technical 
know-how permit  this. 

The  impact  of  technological  developments  on prod„..,f r  • ,„.. and  otqel   in 

developing countries ' 

46.       The   iron and steel   industries,   particularly   m   the  field of  technical 

developments,   are  dynamic  and progressive.     In  the  past  twenty years,   it has 

gone through a period of profound change,  characterized  by a rapid  develop- 

ment x„ metallurgical science and,   in the  field of economies of production, 
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by a strong tendency towards the use of increasingly-large  and highly-pro- 

ductive equipment.     Before consideration of a few of the problems  that may 

arise,   as a result  of technological developments,   in setting   ip  iron and steel 

works  in developing countries,   a brief  description will  be  Riven  of  the main 

features  of   ohe  technology of iron and  steel  production. 

47»       The production  of  finished   iron  and stee!   products   in  carried /nit   in 

the majority of cases,   in   integrated  plants   (comprising the   full   cycle  of 

the process   from iron melting  through  rolling  of finished products), with 

crude steel   capacities  ranging from '500,000 tons  to   large  units   of -1 -  5 

million tons   or more a year.    The process  leading to production of finished 

iron and steel products   involves   the  following main  stages: 

(a) Iron  ore,   m a crude or prepared stage,   together with flux, 
materials,   is melted in  blast-furnaces   (or,    to a lesser extent, 
in other ¿ron-making installation),  using coke  (sometimes 
together with other solid  or   liquid fuels)   both as   a source 
of energy and  a   reducing  agent. 

(b) Most   of the  resulting pig-iron   is used  while  still   liquid,   to- 
gether with  scrap,   in  the  production  of crude steel,   the  remainder 
being transformed   into cast-iron products.     Crude  steel   is made   in 
open  hearths,   electric  furnaces  or converters.    The   iastmentioned 
group comprises  acid Bessemer,   basic   Bessemer  (Thomas)  and  top- 
blown oxygen converters,   of which the  LD-type  (and   its variants) 
and   the Kaldo  and   Rotor  vessels   arc   the  most   important,. 

(c) Most   of the  crude   steel   output,   once  cast   int-  ingots,   undergoes 
further processing   m  rolling mills or  forging shops;     pari, of  it 
is   used  for  production   -1   steel   castings.      Hot-rolling of   steel 
is  carried  oat   1 u   saec<-;sivc   stages,   in  primary mill s   (where 
ingots are   transformed   into remi-finished  products,   e.g.   blooms, 
billets and  slabs)   and   m   finishing mi ¡Is   (which   trtnsi'orm  semi- 
finished products    into   a   larg<    variety   of   forms,   e.g.   rods.,   bars, 
light  and  heavy   sort, i orso,   wi so,   rails,   shoot,   strip,,   plate  and 
tubes).     Mention   IL-,  made   here   '.f  the   continuous  casting  process, 
which eliminates,   the  casting   op   ingots,   and   their  rolling   in primary 
mills,   by  casting   liquid   st<-e.    direct 1,/   into   the  forni of  semi- 
finished  products. 

(d) Hot-rolled   steoi   products  are   either sold as   such  or transformed 
into  products,   of   further   improved quality   by   cold-rolling  and 
forming,  and  by  heat  treatment;     such  products are:     cold-rolled 
strip and sheet,   cold-rolled sections   (also   obtained by bending of 
strip),  cold-drawn sections,   ba~s and  rods,   wire,   welded   tubes  etc. 
Furthermore,   hot-  and cold-rolled products   are frequently  coated 
with other metals   (zinc,   lead,   tin,  aluminium)  or materials  (plastics) 
for surface  protection against   corrosion. 
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i#)    ^/"^vement  in th* quality of steel  products  is also obtained 
through a loymg the steel,   in iiquid stage,   with other meta s 
such as aluminium,   copper,   manganese,   nickel,   silicium! ani vana 
dium,   or combinations of these. ' Vana~ 

48.      Mention  has been made  of the  trend  in industrialized countries  toward- 

using and developing equipment of large capacity in view of  the well-known 

advantages  of economies  of scale.     These  developments,   which have  led  m 

industrialized countries  to  the creation  of large  integrated plants,   serving 

large markets,   are sometimes  a barrier to  establishing iron and steel works' 

in developing countries.     In some  cases,   their markets  are  too small  - even 

if they have grown since  the  initial  stages of industrialization -  to keep 

employed at an  economic  rate   the  high-capacity equipment  offered by   the 

heavy engineering industries.     Furthermore,   it   is  at   least  theoretically 

true that  the  quantities  of  individual  steel  products   needed   in relatively 

small quantities  in developing countries  during  the early stages of develop- 

ment  can be produced and  could be  supplied at  lower cost  for   the users by 

the long-established steel-producing countries,   where   they may  represent 

marginal  quantities produced  on the  large-sized  equipment mentioned above.* 

49.       The  latter point   is   only valid  in the short-run,   and  not  in a situation 

where foreign  exchange  is  unavailable even  for the  lowest-priced steel 

imports.     On   the  other hand,   Lack  of  iron-  and  steel-making equipment  that 

can be economically operated   m a relatively small  market and  car, be  expanded 

once industrialization and  steel  consumption have  gainod „omentum,   represents 

a major problem.     It would  seem that   m   the  field   of pi,:-ir0n  and crude steel 

production,   smaller-sized   installations  exist;     mention  should be made of 

examples  where   low-shaft   furnaces  are successfully  operated,   either  in 

combination with  iron  foundries  (spun-iron  pipes)   or with smaller LD-con- 

verters.     However,  the  main  problem  continues  to be  the rolling and   finish- 

ing installations which,   at   the same  time,   account  for most  of the equipment 

cost.     A modern  primary mill   (blooming)  may have  a capacity of l-4 million 

tons  a year,   1   million  tons  being enough to supply the   present  annual  needs 

of sections and  bars of all  of Africa.    An efficient wire-rod mill  produces 

about 4 million  tons,  which corresponds to  four times  the total  use  of this 

product  m Latin America.     A similar situation obtains  in the  field of 

flat products;     wide strip mills of recent  construction have capacities of 

J 
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4.5 million tons,  which largely exceeds the present consumption of total 

flat products  in Latin America. 

50. In this respect,  high hopes have been placed - also because of savings 

in investment expenditure - in the development of continuous casting machines 

and their possible use  in developing countries.     Apart  from the problem of 

training a highly-skilled  operating and maintenance staff,   it  appears  that 

the most successful   use  of these  installations at  present  is  in producing 

a very limited range  of qualities and sizes  of steel products   (preferably 

small- and medium-sized  ser,ii-finished products)   in  large  quantities. 

The relatively  limited market  ir. developing countries would rather demand 

the possibility of producing a large variety  of sizes and qualities,   in 

relatively small  batches,   for which the economic  operation of continuous casting 

machines does  not yet appear to be possible.     However,   a number of machines 

is already operating in developing countries,   and  it would be useful  to analyse 

the economics  of  their operation. 

51. It  is  understandable  that   in the  past,   research in the field of equip- 

ment production has been mainly adapted   to  the  needs of  industrialized 

countries,   inasmuch as   they produced and  consumed more  than 90 per cent  of 

world steel   output.     Furthermore,   steel   plants   in  these  countries  have 

provided   the  operational   experience  required for  large-scale development  of 

the equipment   needed  to  satisfy markets  which had  extended beyond  national 

boundries   through   the  increasing exchange  of specialties.     However,   the  needs 

of developing countries would  appear to   justify fully  the attempts  made   thus 

far to produce,   and  operate economically,   smaller-sized  instruments  of 

production  adapted  to the  needs and size  of markets   in  some of the  developing 

countries;     there  would appear to be   room  for concerted  international  action 

to intensify  further research in   this   field. 

52. In markets where   the vast  size  of  the  country alone would mean  a volume 

of demand corresponding  to   the  capacity  of modern equipment,   e.g.   Brazil  and 

India,   such  equipment  is   being used.     However,   even   the   largest  of the  develop- 

ing countries  cannot yet  make  use of  the  rolling mills  of very  large  capacity 

(mentioned above).      It  is   for this  reason    that, attempts  to create  regional 

groupings and common markets often originate  in the  iron and steel   industry. 

The classic  examples  of the European Goal  and Steel  Community and of  the 
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steel industry organization of the Council  for Mutual Economic Assistance 

have been followed by similar efforts  (e.g.   in West Africa and Latin America) 

which,  however,   have not achieved visible  success. 

53.      A further problem arising from the  rapid   technological  progress  in 

industrialized countries,   and from the fact  that  standard equipment   is 

adapted to their  needs  and  to   their skill   of operation,   is the shortage or 

even lack of adequately trained personnel   in developing countries.     The  train- 

ing of skilled  labour and  technical   personnel   for  the   iron and steel   industry 

takes a relatively  long period of time.     Despite  a generally we 11-advanced 

state  of automation,   many  operations  require  interventions based on   judgement 

and experience,   by workers.     Even  m the  well-established steel-producing 

countries,   new  installations will  only reach full  capacity and  produce a 

satisfactory product  after several months   of experience.     In developing 

countries,     the  shortage  of qualified workers   to be directly attached   to the 

production process   is  further aggravated by  the  need for highly-qualified 

maintenance and  repair personnel. 

54. The  training of  the  number of workers   needed  to man an  integrated iron 

and steel  plant  with capacity of 1 million  ton of crude steel  a year often 

poses difficulties  and  requires considerable  time;     a plant  of this  size 

employs about   10,000 workmen  (as  distinct   from engineers,   technicians  and 

administrative  personnel).     Although a good deal   of the   training in  a  new 

plant can be undertaken  by  foremen and technicians,   considerable  schooling 

is  required;   moreover,   the minimum  technical   skills  needed may   take years 

to develop in  a given population group. 

55. In countries  where a steel  industry  already exists,   the  establishment 

of a new plant  can   DO  facilitated  by  training,   wel L   in advance,  a  large 

proportion of the   personnel   required and by  transferring,   or assigning 

temporarily to   the   new structure,   experienced personnel  from the existing 

plant.     On the   international   level,   progress  has   been made in   the  pact  ten 

years  in providing assistance   for  technical   training.       Many   facilities are 

now provided  under  bilateral   aid  programmes.     Among the  services available 

from international   organizations,   special  mention should  be made  of  the 

extensive training activities  carried out  by the   International   Labour 

Organisation,   the  technical assistance provided under the United Nations 
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Development Programme, and the in-plant group training programmes for engineers 

and technicians which are sponsored by UNIDO.    The  training for foremen,  techni- 

cians and engineers,  provided by the  suppliers of equipment prior to or during 

the construction  of an  iron and  steel   plant,   should also  be mentioned. 

56.       The level  of investment  expenditure  for setting up  iron  and steel plants 

is also clccely connected to the type   and size of steel-making,   -rolling and 

-finishing equipment which is  now being designed  or offered.     It   is  difficult 

to derive  "typical" examples  of investment  costs   since  they arc   determined   by 

a variety of  factors other than  the   price and size  of plant arid  equipment. 

Such factors   include to exact  geographical  location of a plant   (distance to 

iron ore or coal  deposits,  rivers,   canals,   deep-water ports,  markets);   the 

type  of processes  used  for production  of pig-iron,   crude  steel   and  rolled steel; 

the  type of product  to be  produced;   the quality of raw materials   to  be used; 

the price, and  wage   levels  obtaining  in a given country,   etc.     As a rule of thumb 

it  is  commonly  assumed that an  investment  of US  1300 per annual   ton of crude 

steel  capacity  is  required for an integrated plant  of 1 million  tons  annual  out- 

put.     This  figure  seems  to be  confirmed by recent  experience   in  building entirely 

new plants.     Thus,   the first  stage   of  the Piaçaguera      plant   of   the  Companhia 

Siderurgica Paulista (UOSIPA)   in  Brazil,   having a crude  steel   capacity of 

500,000 tons   a year,   required   total   investments   of US  $19? million,   or US  $382 

per  ton  of annual   erado   steel   capacity.     Taking  into account   that   the   plant  has 

only half of   the  capacity assumed  for  the   "rough"  figure  of US   $  jOO  per ton, 

and that part   of  the equipment   is  laLd  out   for  further expansion  of the plant, 

the difference  of US %K> appears   to  be   of  little   significance.     The  planners 

of the plant   had  originally  foreseen   total   costs   of US $170 million,   or 

US $340 per ton of crude  steel  capacity.    This figure comprised  the  following 

items  (percentages): 
Table 16 

Estimated investment expenditure 
Piacaguera plant  of COSIPA (Brazil) 

Item 

Plant and equipment: 

Material handling 

Sinterplant 

Coke plant 

Percent*^« of total coat 

53.2 

2.2 

1.4 

5.2 
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Table 16 (cont'd) 

Item 

Power station and distribution 

Blast-furnace plant 

Steel  plant 

Rolling mills 

General  facilities 

Labour costs 

Material costs 

Freight costs 

Other costs 

Percentage of total cost 

5.6 

4.5 

4.0 

25.5 

4.8 

17.3 

21.1 

5.1 

3.3 

Total 100.0 

57.      The breakdown of investment expenditure given above shows  that a con- 

siderable part  may be contributed within  the country  and need not  be   imported, 

against  payment  of usually  scarce foreign exchange.     It would appear  that 

most  items other than "plant and equipment",   - i.e.   one quarter   to almost  one 

half of the  expenditure - can be of domestic  origin.     In a country   Like  Brazil 

it may even be   possible to  produce part   of  the  equipment   locally,   particularly 

equipment for   "material, handling"  or  "General   facilities".     However,   the 

$95-140 million worth of equipment which would  have   to be   imported  still  re- 

presents a considerable burden in connexion with the   balance  of payments 

situation (for  comparison:   Brazil's   total   imports  of  "engineering products", 

i.e.  SITC,   section 7,   excluding transport  equipment,   amounted  iti   1%/J   to not 
more than US$   246 million). 

Secondary effects  of and difficulties  encountered  in establishing an iron 
and steel  industry   in developing countries   

58.       The posxtive effects   of «-stahl ishing and  operating an iron and  steel 

plant  in a developing country have often  been described.     Some  of   the effects 

only become apparent   in the   long-run,   since  the  impact   which the   iron and 

steel  industry  has  on progress  in general   industrialization  takes   time  to 

materialize;   other effects  become evident  at  an early stage,   during  the build- 

ing of the plant as well as after the  start of operations.    The  first effects 

are the creation of employment and the generation of  income.    As  pointed out 
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above, a good deal of the investment for the construction of a plant may be 

contributed from domestic sources. Many people find employment as building 

workers; at Bhilai, India, for example, 60,000 were employed in the construc- 

tion of the plant, ore mines and a town for 100,000 persons. Further jobs 

are created in the corresponding expansion or setting up of the transport 

system and, since a steel-works is a large consumer of energy, in the build- 

ing and operation of power plants and coal mines. 

59.  The other main beneficial effect is the saving of foreign exchange, 

which occurs as coon as locally-produced iron and steel can be substituted 

for some of the imports.  Indeed, the expectation of obtaining a greater 

quantity of iron and steel products for a given expenditure of foreign 

exchange is one of the main motives for initiating domestic production. 

Developments in the international steel market during the past decade, which 

led to a spectacular fall in export prices, have in some cases discouraged 

the expansion of construction of plants in importing countries, or have 

created difficulties for existing enterprises, particularly since costs of 

production tend to be rather high during the early years of operation and 

to compare unfavourably with the low prices of imported steel.  However, even 

with the low level of export prices, calculations for Latin American countries 

have shown that, theoretically, a plant producing 300,000 tons of bars and 

profiles a year would, through foreign exchange savings, pay back the foreign 

exchange component of investments over a period of about five years; for a 

flat-products plant of 500,000 ton capacity, the foreign exchange component 

of investments would be returned in about ten years 2/ It  should be  noted, 

however,   that   the  hypothetical   cost  figures   used  in  these  calculations  are 

probahly   too   low,   since  they  refer  to a situation where  capacity is  fully 

used and  theoretical  productivity actually  attained,  and   since  assembly and 

operational  costs   in Latin America are  generally  higher  than those  that  are 

assumed   for   the  hypothetical   cost  calculations  used  for deriving  the   foreign 

exchange  savings per  ton.     This.   wouLd  appear   to  indicate   that,   although    there 

certainly are  savings  of  foreign  exchange   through   import   substitution,   their 

2¡ Proceedings,   United Nations   Interregional  Symposium on  the Application of 
Modern Technical  Practices  in  the  Iron and Steel  Industry to  Developing 
Countries,   Prague,  Geneva,   November 1963,   p.110.(Sales  No:  64.II.B.7) 
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exact level  (and hence the   length of the period of time required   to pay  back 

the foreign exchange  component of  investments  made)  will  depend on a groat 

many local  factors which must be  analysed  in  detail  before   a decision   for 

setting up an   iron and steel plant   can be taker;. 

60. Among the  beneficial   effects,   mention must also be made of   the   impact 

that the  availability  of iron and   steel   products  (as  satisfactory prices) 

will have  on  the activity  in,   or  the establishment  of,   the  main  consuming 

sectorfe.     In  the earlier stages  of  development,   these  sectors are mainly 

construction and some   of the metal-using industries,   which  produce hardware 

and cutlery,, tools and agricultural   implements,   certain  types  of machinery 

etc.     In ,-thic   respect,   it   is  fortunate   that  the   types   of products   require)} 

in a country  on  the  road   to  industrialization are also  relatively  simple   to 

produce,   without  the  high general   levels  of technical   skill   or  the heavy 

investment  needed for  the  complicated equipment  to turn out  steel  products 

of a higher stage of  finishing. 

61. As   to the  possible  negative   effects of the establishment and operation 

of an iron and  steel   industry,   the   temporary burden  on the   balance of 

payments   caused  by  imports   of steel   plant equipment,   constructural steel, 

building machinery,   transport equipment  etc.   has already been mentioned. 

However,   this   appears   to be  unavoidable   once   the decision   to build a national 

steel industry  has been taken;    appropriato arrangements,   of course,   have  to 

be made  for credit  facilities and   for keeping  a balance with other import 

requirements.      If,   on  the  other hand,   the import of  iron-  and steel-making 

raw materials,   such as  ore,   coke   or coal  and sc raj)  is  a regular  feature, 

this would endanger the balance of  payments situation  of most developing 

countries.     So  far,   there  is  no example  of a developing country   that has.   or 

intends,   to set   up  irjr; and  steel   works  without   having at   its disposal   any 

of  the necessary  raw materials;   1 i,   is  onLy  the   lack  of caking coal   in  certain 

countries   of  Latin America   that  forces   them regularly   to  import  coal   for 

blending.     In   l'j64,   Argentina spent   $U3   14 million  (or  l./|   per cent of   the 

value of  all  commodity  imports)   for  the   import   of coal,   coke  and  briquettes, 

of which  the   bulk was   used  in metallurgy;   in  Brazil,   the value  of such  imports 

in the same year was   nearly SUS 30 million  (2.3 per cent),   and  in Chile, 

$26 million (0.9 per cent).     A similar situation obtains  in  Algeria,  and it 
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will  obtain in most other African countries when their iron and steel pro- 

duction  reaches  a sizable scale. 

(>?.       One  of the  main  problema  in erecting iron and steel plants  in developing 

countries   ir;  io  secure   finance;     cinco  the price  of equipment and  the  costs of 

its   installation  are  comparatively  high,   the necessary  funds  cannot   often be 

rained within the  country alone.     Hpwcver,   new  iron and steel   plante  sometimes 

are   not  profitable  for a number of .yearn  and thus  offer  little incentive  for 

foreign  private  capital  investment.     In cases where the  sunpLiers   of equip- 

ment  advance  loans  or make direct.investments   in developing countries,   these 

are  generally guaranteed by governments  or by inter-governmental  agencies. 

6.Ì.        For   the Governments of  developing countries,   investment  in a  new iron 

and  steel   plant  may  represent   a heavy drain on  financial  resources.     As  a 

result,   steel  projects  are often  financed   jointly by  the Government   of the  recei- 

ving country,   international   financial  institutions,  grants   or loans  from 

foreign Governments,   equipment  producers   and,   sometimes,  by enterprises  of 

the   iron  and steel   industry   through establishing subsidiaries abroad or 

serving as   technical  advisers. 

M.        Another question  that  arises   in discussing the  effects   of starting national 

steel   production   is whether  it  does  stimulate steel consumption.     Theoretically, 

this   should  be the case,   and   there  are a  number  of examples   of countries where 

steel   demand has   increased faster   than domestic  production,   with a consequent 

increase   in  imports of steel.     However,   the examples  of  other countries,   par- 

ticularly   in Latin America and   India —'shows that an apparent  "self-sufficiency" 

is attained,   i.e.    that   imports   shring in  volume,   and this   is  at a  level  of 

apparent   consumption per capita which indicates   clearly   that   saturation of demand 

is  far  from being attained.     This   is  certainly due to   the   lank  of  foreign  ex- 

change  and   to  tariffs  and other barriers   to steel  imports.     The main purpose of 

such  barriers  is   generally to   protect  the   balance  of payments  or a  particular 

industry.     They also exist  to   raise   extra revenue;   to maintain standards   of 

quality;   to channel   trading through  selected importers   etc.     These  measures 

may   take   the form  of  fixed or  ad valorem  tariffs,   global  or selective quotas 

import  licences,   exchange control  permits,   import  taxes,   prior deposit require- 

10/    Cf.   also table ll3 above 
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ments,  multiple exchange rates,  etc. & Tariffs and  other now uPPUed 

duties  in developing countries range from  13 to  15 per cent  ad valorem Auijv,.-. 

(in  Bolivia)   to  -10 - 60 per cent   in  India;   m Pakistan,   finished  stool   imports 

are  subject  to a statutory duty of up  to  40 per cent,   Pl,u-  a ?', por cent 

defence  surcharge,  plus  a I5  per cent sales   tax   (total:   So  per ceni) 

65. Such¡protective measures  to stimulate domestic   industry should  not,   m 

theory,   depress  the  level of consumption  provided  that   only a change  m   the 

source  of supply is  involved.     However,   consumption may  be  held   back   for  the 

reason that  domestic  steel   is   often more  expensive  than   imported  steel   ov 

that   for certain uses  of steel,   other products  are substituted.     Consumption 

levels may also  be affected  because  centralized  import   restrictions  are 

normally based  on broad groups  of steel   products,   although   local   production 

may  not  cover every type of steeL   in the group,   i.e.   some  products  will   not be 

imported because  of high duties,  and they cannot be obtained  locally. 

66. A similar stagnation of steel   output  and use may   occur when  the  newly 

created domestic  production   is   used merely as a substitute   for the   tonnai and 

range  of steel  products   thus   far imported,   instead of as   a means  of mooting 

¿rowing demand   from other sector:;,     Once   this  substitut j.-r   has been achieved, 

production  may stagnate   if no  new  outlets  are created  for  it   on the domestic 

market  through appropriate planning  of development  of consuming sectors.     If 

the  size  of the plant  has been  selected  to exceed  the  demand  existing at   the 

time  of  its   installation,   the   rate  of capacity use will   be   low and  production 

costs  per unit  of output will   be  correspondingly  high.      In some cases,   this 

situation has  led  to very low-priced exports of steel   from developing coun- 

tries.     Although   this   increases  foreign exchange  revenue,   it   represents a 

severe  loss  for the economy as  a whole. 

11/    For more details,   see World Trade in Steel and Steel  Demand in Developing 
Countries,   chapter IV. ~" ~~~ 
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III.     REGIONAL CO-OPERATION AND INTEGRATION 

67.       Mention  has  already  been made of the  few existing examples  of regional 

co-operation and   i ritirati or.  in   the  iron and   atee I   industry and  its market. 

Discussion  of   the   impact   of   tochnol ogieal   devo Lopments   on   iron  and  steel pro- 

duction   in developing countries   has  shown,   among other things,   that   the 

economies  of   large-scale   production  play an   important   roio   in  iron-  and steel- 

making and   that   there  i v.,   therefore,   a strong tendency to enlarge marker, 

also   through   increased   international   division  of   labour,    i.e.   exchange   of 

special ties,   m  order  to  achieve  a suitable   volume   of batches   m  rolling of 

finished  steei   products.     The  economic  advantages   of common markets  for steel, 

us  weil   ,-u;  common   investment  programmes,  are  evident;   however,   political ob- 

stacles   have   often   prevented  co-operation  in   the   iron and   stool,   industries   of 

developing eouulries  wLth   the  resuLl  that,   in many  cases,   soveruL   Less  econo- 

mi«;   instai lui, ion:;   have  been   built   instead  of  a   Large  central   unii  which sould 

have   served   identical   markets  at   Lower  prices.     in   this   context,   it  should   be 

stressed   thai   leaving acido  all   foreign  exchange  difficulties,    Mie  products   of 

a   rolling mill   of  ',00,000   ton  capacity  would   hardly   bo  able   to  compote   success- 

ful!,)'   with products   from an  installation with capacity of   0 million 1.0:1s. even 

though   the   latter products   were   transported  over  long distances,     therefore, 

it  won I ri  nppear   that  rogLonaL  co-operation and  integration are   r   economic 

necessity which lias   to be  met  in  order  to achieve  the desired progress  in 

industrial   development. 

IV.     TRENDS AND PROSPECTS 

<<B.       It would exceed the  scope  of the  present paper to provide a detailed 

assessment of  lutare trends  in both demand and supply of  cteel  in individual 

countries.     Detailed studies  of   the expected growth  of macro-economic   indica- 

tors   (in a global   approach)   or  of  the   individual   steel-consuming  industries 

(in   the  so-called  sectoral   approach)   are  needed  to  obtaii.  a  reasonably  reliable 

forecast.     Kor   the year  1070,   however,   it is   now possible   to give,   on   the basis 

oí" known plans  or official   forecasts,   an  impression  of the  expected develop- 

ment  of crude  steel  output;     grouped by regions,  the  following picture  emerges: 
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Table 17 

Likely tr«ndB of world crude steel  production in lo/nâ/ 

(in thousand of tons  and percentages) 

Region 

Latin America 

Africa (excl.  South Africa) 
and Middle East 

Par East  (excl.  China 
[mainland] and Japan) 

Total   developing 
countries 

Total   industrialized 

1000 t 

8,205 

645 

8,127 

1.9 

0.1 

1.8 

12IÈ 
1000  t % 

16,800 3.0 

2,500 0.4 

16,340 2.9 

16,977 3.8 35,640     6.3 

427,023 96.2 530,600   93.7 

Total  world (excl.   China 
[mainland])                                  444,000 100.0 566,?40  100.0 

Rate of growth 

1965 - I97O 
(compound) 

15.4 

31.1 

15.0 

16.0 

4.45 

5.0 

69.       The figures reveal  that  the developing countries as a group wiLl  proba- 

bly increase  further their share  in the  total  world  production  of steel.    The 

growth  rates   over  the five years,   1965 -  1970 are   rather  high and  show   that 

considerable material and  financial  efforts  are  involved   m creating new plants 

which can produce  the tonnage shown.     A comparison  with  the  rates  of  increase 

during  the period  I950 -   I965,   given in  the   last   line  of   table   1,   reveals 

that  the growth expected up to  I97O is  faster  (compound rates); 

Table  18 

Comparison between the growth rates in period 1950-1965 and estimated ratei 
for 1965 - I97O  — 

Reffion 1950 - 1965 
Latin America ^-J Q 

Africa and Middle East (excl. South Afr.) 19.6 

Par East  (excl.  China [mainland]  and Japan) 12.I5 

Total  developing countries 12.7 

Total  industrialized countries 5.6 

Total world (excl.  China [mainland]) 5.75 5#00 

1965 - 19Ï0 

15 .4 

31 .1 

il ¡0 

16 0 

JL JÙ. 

a/   Secretariat estimates for 1970 
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70.       The growth rate Dh0M„ for indu8trUli2ed countriM 

*r"<° th° -eii-k— •>— or „coasi^ rates of iniaB r 
igher  levels  of development,   and p„tly to  the present  suua ° 

capacity ,or steel-making which resuits i„ . s^ing dom t„ ^ ^ 
investments. 

71.       3«  statement should  be added 0„ the  furlher developmento 

between   !   ,0 and  „„.     Thli  situation fw  1970 coüld be akat 

;::::;,; :;imvooded to bri"* int° ^ •——- «-" ' »tea flold, and ln vlow of the conol(Joi.abl<! ln 

Precis which win come  lnto operatl0„ bj ly70.    A forecast ;      » 

requires   the detailed analysis described at  the . However, 
The fir-t  re-,,,,-    r . '-.rioed at   the  beginning 0|• tlie  preoent  g(¡0 

L    3te"    r I       >P/ÜU"y  '"'  th'°   t,"<"   —d  ^  «»<«   »»  auspices  of the 
W 0 1     ,   H ~ '  "ÜW  that "°rId ^ —  —' - *• -twee„ 

O«,, „„ u„,    üutp|it   in iiovsiop]iK    omtrios OM ^ 

0 increase  farther,   aHh„u>:,  al  a sll,;hUj  ]Mf  ^  ^   ^  ^ 

five-year period.    . rato  „,.  „__  „f ^  ^ ^ « 

«* b. «,«H  .... 110arly .. düllblilw „,. ,.apM„ly durirw t(K¡ nn       J- 
i». -».   •,ve a considera,,,,, ..conom.c clTort,   „„tioul„ly   lf _„„/ 

i-  taker,  „1   the  rc.puro,, corresponding  invest,.•,..   ,„  .,,„ „, 
,.,, "       ' ••'•'.«„   in tke con««i,inB sectors. 
Ine   rvtto    of     1 r,i-rn),v,    I, <        i 
lha„   ,        . "  """"'    '"   "«•"•""••"-d  countries  „  „„,  bo  hlgher 

1 ;       "°r """" " 'Ve""i   i'""""0r'   laklr";  """ "<"»""  "»  «"»' high  leve! 
?   t0  "'  "ltr';"'-"1   "   """•   '-"   '  '•—  "- Of  .„erea,,  „Ul  „ a„ tZ 

building  of  about   >,0 _  ,J0 ,ninio_   +nrio     - an  the 

n        H       K 
J    -ni.Uon tone of new capacity,   which represents a 

considerable  task. 

-/; ^-e-WorId  M^ket  fnr  Tr-n»  n~     ECEf   Genev&> 

V.     CONCLUSIONS 

I'.      The present paper hao provided a sarvev of the ac.ua! situation of the 
-ron and sUel   «„.,„ and  itB Barkcts ln ^^ to ^ ^ ^^^ 

background gainst »hieh the development prospects and problems of the young 

»tee,   .„„„„rus have to ho viewed,     u has b„„ pointed out that the presi 
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-ituation of the steel market is not conducive    to large-scale  e*•    ^ '" 
«....•, laige-scaie  expansion oi 
o^acitv smce a considerable part of the world-. =tee,  production equlpnlo„t 
is now 141.      The ensulnB secUon ravj a briof jffocpiption of 

ics of the  lndu,tr.y M,  it, „arknt=,   s„„ttlnf: TOII C01,= tructiori
1" 

•ector,   the »t.,-traMro»i^ lrHllu>lriM al.„   tlK „•„ „uUot   ^ " 
ee    p„d ct!,     .,„„  broll(.hl oul (,„arl(   itat for J* 

erects, .„  ,atioilal oleol pr0(,„ctt  „ B¡IüI ^ ^ 

or parano,  e3tabHch,e,,t of MMmw illdll3lriü. a„d  ,„,   lnll^t ^ 

scale co„=tructlo„ pro.,»,,.,.     le.g.   the Mllilw up l)f m^, truoturo). 

73.       It  wae airo .ieler.ined  that  technological   trondc,   and   the   fact  that 
large  scale production  in  the  iron and steel   ind„,trv   ,.. Hu   industry  lc  an  economic necessity res    t a „mber of prob:om3  ln com|oKu)n wi[h t(w r it , 

d v    op rl...     fWen in oounipiM uhope thc   ^ of ^ 

.""""'  PrOVlde a ,Mrket  —^""'- '0  larBo-capacity 0T„p„„t     tho 
demand dn„,,g the ear,y „,,res  of development   ,u   llkoly  ,,„  bc   u,„ „^     ,;• 

ST  ,fy  the   .„odiate  bui,d,„B of («pensive)  ,ugh-capac,ty  plant,   in  lho 

a    er deve,„pinff =ountrira,   tho =1=o qf ^ ^^  ^^ ^ 

Of »edi„-si,ed punts  for „h.ch cuipmont of corroupondin. capacit, cannot 
always be found on tho market. 

74.       It  is hardly possible to make general recordations   for Cove« 

poiicies to be pursued i„ setting up iron and steel works or expand,,,,- list- 

ing installations.    The reason is that,  particularly during tho  ear., stages 

of .concie and industrial de .iopment,  an, steering operation Ui ^ 

»ined,   as far as  its size and production programe aro concomo,,,   by  „.   ' 
»a*et,   ....   by th0 kind>   rate of Krouth anj TOiimo of ^^     ^ ^ 

vo u»e of demand depends on the type of economy and the iove,   „f ,,„iuslr,all. 

- ton,   tt is „o, possible ,„ make general  recommendations  oalillB1„ lo bo 

taken ». meet the demand for iron and steel products,     n  is „vide,,,,   there- 
fore,     hat detail(!d inve8tment BurveyB are re([uired to a=nea;    tto 

product pattern of existing demand and tte rehired correspond i „f; imatmmX 

in ancaiary and steei usi^, sectors.    Experience shows that  new steel 

industries in developing countries have always been most successful when 

established as par, of a comprehensive industrial development prograM,e 
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